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31 October 2019

Confront all manner of mathematical nightmare this Hal-
loween, from scary big numbers to sequences that grow fright-
eningly fast to spooky theorems that are provably unprov-
able. Come in costume but leave your fear of infinity behind,
since we will have to count past it to tame a mathematical
version of a certain terrifying mythological creature.

A(P ) ⇢ C

X = P/ ⇠
q = dz2

A in SL(2,R)

Y = A(P )/ ⇠ dz2

cotangent bundle carries action of SL(2,R)

Complex geodesics in Mg are projections of orbits

QMg

#
Mg

Theorem. (Eskin-Mirzakhani-Mohammadi)

V = F (H) is always an algebraic subvariety of Mg

What can we say about F (H)?

Complex geodesic: holomorphic isometry F : H ! Mg

Real geodesic: (local) isometry f : R ! Mg

usually f(R) is dense in Mg

but sometimes f(R) is a fractal cobweb

no classification possible

Dual of k · k gives Teichmüller metric

= Kobayashi metric

kqk =

Z

X
|q(z)| |dz|2 = Area(X, |q|)
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Join our mystery speaker and confront all manner of
mathematical nightmare this Halloween, from scary big
numbers to sequences that grow frighteningly fast to
spooky theorems that are provably unprovable. Come in
costume but leave your fear of infinity behind, since we
will have to count past it to tame a mathematical version
of a certain terrifying mythological creature.
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